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Volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (vMRI) has been widely studied in Huntington’s

disease (HD) and is commonly used to assess treatment effects on brain atrophy in

interventional trials. Global and regional trajectories of brain atrophy in HD, with early

involvement of striatal regions, are becoming increasingly understood. However, there

remains heterogeneity in the methods used and a lack of widely-accessible multisite,

longitudinal, normative datasets in HD. Consensus for standardized practices for data

acquisition, analysis, sharing, and reporting will strengthen the interpretation of vMRI

results and facilitate their adoption as part of a pathobiological disease staging system.

The Huntington’s Disease Regulatory Science Consortium (HD-RSC) currently comprises

37 member organizations and is dedicated to building a regulatory science strategy to

expedite the approval of HD therapeutics. Here, we propose four recommendations to

address vMRI standardization in HD research: (1) a checklist of standardized practices for

the use of vMRI in clinical research and for reporting results; (2) targeted research projects

to evaluate advanced vMRImethodologies in HD; (3) the definition of standardMRI-based

anatomical boundaries for key brain structures in HD, plus the creation of a standard

reference dataset to benchmark vMRI data analysis methods; and (4) broad access to

raw images and derived data from both observational studies and interventional trials,

coded to protect participant identity. In concert, these recommendations will enable a

better understanding of disease progression and increase confidence in the use of vMRI

for drug development.
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INTRODUCTION

Like other neurodegenerative diseases, Huntington’s disease
(HD) is currently diagnosed by its clinical signs, despite its
cardinal characteristic of being a fully penetrant monogenic
disease (1). In recent years there has been a move toward specific
pathobiological definitions of disorders, such as Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) (2), utilizing molecular biomarkers. Similar work
is now taking place for HD (3, 4), and this shift will
facilitate the translation of biological findings into therapeutic
strategies. While molecular biomarkers of HD are under active
development, quantitative imaging measures of brain structure
from volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (vMRI) are already
available. vMRI has been widely used in HD observational studies
(5), demonstrating that loss of volume in HD-relevant brain
regions (including caudate and putamen) is associated with
clinical disease progression (6) and differences in brain volume
are present in individuals with HTT CAG expansion prior to
the presentation of clinical signs and symptoms as compared to
age-matched controls (3, 4).

The potential value of longitudinal structural imaging
in therapeutic trials is to provide biomarkers that can be
used to assess pharmacodynamic effects of treatment on
neurodegeneration (e.g., slowing of disease-related brain
atrophy), in support of clinical outcome measures. vMRI is
increasingly implemented in HD clinical trials, with sponsors
that make use of it ranging from small biotech companies to large
multinational pharmaceutical companies. The Huntington’s
Disease Regulatory Science Consortium (HD-RSC) is an
initiative led by the Critical Path Institute and CHDI Foundation
with 37 members from the biopharmaceutical industry,
academia, and non-profit and patient-advocacy organizations
that is generating drug development tools to define regulatory
pathways and improve clinical trial efficiency in HD. Under the
aegis of the HD-RSC, the imaging sub-team of the Biomarker
Working Group, represented by the present authors, is tasked
with assessing the clinical trial potential of leading candidate HD
neuroimaging biomarkers. We recently reviewed the available
evidence linking regional brain vMRI measurements to the
biological and clinical characteristics of HD from the viewpoint
of utility as biomarkers for clinical trials (7). That review
concluded that a better understanding of the generalizability of
reported longitudinal structural changes and their relationship
to change in clinical outcomes was required, and that increased
standardization of acquisition and analysis methods would be
central to defining these aspects. Increased standardization will
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also enable more reliable quantitative descriptions of the disease
process, which will further aid in the interpretation of clinical
trial data to help establish universally interpretable volumetric
values throughout HD clinical research.

Our aim here is to provide direction toward a more
standardized use of vMRI in HD clinical research. Our core
recommendations are: (1) a checklist of standardized practices
for the use of vMRI and the reporting of results; (2) suggested
investigations to resolve open questions on technical advances in
MRI that could benefit the field; (3) a roadmap for the definition
of standard MRI-based anatomical boundaries for key brain
structures and the creation of a standard reference dataset to
benchmark vMRI data analysis methods; and (4) a call for the
routine sharing of raw images and derived image data from
both interventional trials and observational studies, coded to
protect participant identity. Adoption of these recommendations
will help standardize data acquisition, analysis, and reporting,
and thereby facilitate inter-study comparisons, meta-analyses,
and post hoc data federation to greatly increase the value of
vMRI in HD clinical research overall, including its utility in
pathobiological disease staging (3).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE USE OF
VMRI IN HD CLINICAL TRIALS

We propose a checklist of recommendations that we encourage
all HD research, especially clinical trials, to adopt (Table 1); these
cover considerations of particular relevance to participants with
HD, vMRI data acquisition, image analysis and publication
of findings. While some of the recommendations are
straightforward and familiar to imaging researchers, we
have included key principles with the intent of helping all
sponsors, including those with limited previous experience with
imaging in an HD context.

MRI scanning in HD research participants after clinical
motor diagnosis can be challenging due to involuntary motor
symptoms that increase the risk of patient discomfort andmotion
artifacts in the images. Such artifacts can result in poor definition
of brain structural boundaries, compromising the accuracy of
region-of-interest segmentation and increasing the prevalence
of image quality control failures; more severely affected patients
[e.g., Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS) (8)
and Total Functional Capacity (TFC) < 7] are rarely scanned
for this reason and it should be acknowledged that this may
introduce a bias since dropoutmay bemore likely in patients with
advanced disease. Statistical analysis can identify whether there
are factors contributing to dropout [e.g., “Missing at Random”
analysis (9)] and where necessary disease severity can be adjusted
for in the design. In general, a consideration of the specific
motor, behavioral, and cognitive problems HD individuals may
exhibit and an emphasis on ensuring participant comfort during
imaging visits has proved successful in maintaining image
quality. Use of anxiolytic or sedative medication to minimize
anxiety or motion during the scan should be recorded, and
clinical outcome assessments should be either completed prior
to medication or on a different study day. We outline the
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TABLE 1 | Recommendations for the use of vMRI in HD clinical trials.

Considerations relevant to imaging participants with HD

❑ Minimize motion-related artifacts and patient discomfort

◦ Minimize overall scanning time to limit movement artifacts that affect

image quality. If long imaging sessions are required, include the option for

a break between sequences to reduce discomfort.

◦ Take into account in booking the MRI machine and participant visit that

the total scanning time can be considerably longer if the participant

requires a break, or if sequences need to be repeated.

◦ Take time to ensure the patient is comfortable before the scanning session

begins, using padding around the head and participant instruction to

reduce movement.

◦ Where possible, rely on technologists with experience of scanning

individuals with HD.

❑ Accommodate anxiety and cognitive impairment

◦ Explain the MRI processes to the trial participants sensitively and carefully.

A rushed, fast-paced procedure is known to increase anxiety, and

consequently in-scanner motion.

◦ Sedation may be considered and, if required, should be performed in line

with the study’s clinical protocol and the site’s local MRI-sedation

guidelines.

◦ If anti-anxiety or sedative medication is used, perform clinical assessments

at a time when the medication will not interfere with the scan.

Image acquisition

❑ Use scanners with a 3T magnetic field where possible.

❑ Acquire the 3D T1W image in the sagittal plane, with approximately 1mm3

isotropic resolution, and adhere closely to widely-used acquisition protocols

implemented in multi-site studies to ensure good gray/white matter contrast.

❑ Acquire two back-to-back 3D T1W scans to minimize missing data and

additional visits for participants due to rescan requests.

❑ Include a research-grade diffusion MRI sequence capable, at minimum, to

assess brain tissue microstructure through diffusion tensor-based analysis.

❑ Acquire any sequences that follow the T1W scan in order of their priority in

the study, to reduce effects of positional changes or missing data.

❑ Perform on-site image QC to ensure full coverage of the brain, skull and

cerebellum with field of view positioned to avoid wraparound artifacts, to

detect artifacts due to motion, to verify the signal-to-noise ratio, and to check

the uniformity of the signal intensity across the image. If necessary, repeat the

scan immediately, to avoid a separate rescan visit.

❑ Ensure consistent positioning of the participant’s head as near to the

isocenter of the magnet as possible. This helps to reduce effects on image

quality from geometric distortion caused by non-linear gradients (e.g.,

changes in head shape) that can necessitate a rescan. Also ensure consistent

centering of the field-of-view (e.g., between the thalami).

❑ Perform the MRI exam prior to any lumbar puncture for cerebrospinal fluid

sampling on the same day.

Analysis and reporting of results

❑ Quantify and report volumetric changes from multiple brain regions expected

to be differentially affected in HD, including at minimum caudate, putamen,

whole brain, lateral ventricles, cerebral white matter and hippocampus as a

region expected to be minimally affected in HD.

❑ Report summary baseline values as (i) “raw” (unadjusted) measurements, (ii)

fractions of total intracranial volume (TIV), and (iii) measurements adjusted (as

appropriate) for age, TIV, and disease-related covariates such as CAG-repeat

length and disease burden.

❑ Report longitudinal change for each treatment arm as percent of baseline

value for each MRI outcome measure, as both (i) “raw” (unadjusted) and (ii)

adjusted per the trial’s statistical analysis plan, specifying which covariates

were used in the statistical model.

❑ Compare placebo arm rate-of-change with similar cohorts from previous

observational studies or interventional trials.

❑ Report treatment effects as percent slowing of decline relative to placebo or

control arm and indicate whether the change favors treatment or placebo.

❑ Report statistical associations between regional volume measures and

relevant clinical outcome measures both at baseline (cross-sectional) and

longitudinally (change vs. change) in all arms.

main recommendations (Table 1), including the strategies for
addressing participant movement.

Centralized oversight of imaging procedures is a critical
component of standardization in clinical research and will
enable implementation of the recommendations (Table 1). There
are several considerations, starting from the suitability of the
imaging sites and scanners for the trial’s MRI requirements,
that may include additional sequences beyond the 3D T1-
weighted (T1W) scan that is used for vMRI. In addition to the
scanner manufacturer, make, model and magnetic field strength,
differences in variables such as field homogeneities and image
reconstruction routines can influence the data (10) and are
important considerations when selecting sites for longitudinal
studies. Image quality and its consistency across sites and over
time determine the quality of analysis inputs and therefore the
reliability of vMRI endpoint measurement. Higher magnetic field
strength is usually associated with better quality of brain images,
although some bias field artifacts are more visible. Given the
current state of MRI scanner availability, we recommend the
use of 3 Tesla (3T) scanners. The use of a 1.5T scanner may
be acceptable for collecting vMRI as well as safety MRI data
if no 3T scanner is available at an imaging center near the
clinical site. However, if the study’s MRI protocol also includes
advanced sequences (e.g., diffusion MRI), this can compromise
data quality. Using imaging protocols that have been designed
with the goal of harmonization of image quality across scanner
makes and models will also help to pool data in large-scale
collaborations that aim to further our understanding of imaging
biomarker trajectories in HD, given that the community will
continue to increasingly commit to the sharing of imaging data
from clinical research (see our recommendations in Table 4).

MRI sequence parameters should be harmonized as much
as possible across participating sites, personnel trained on
the imaging procedures, and the sites provided with clear
documentation. Heterogeneity in the acquired data can affect the
quality of the research both cross-sectionally and longitudinally;
substantially different images acquired at different sites would
increase data noise, which can become a critical confound if
some sites recruit a specific participant group more often. From
a longitudinal perspective, stable scanning parameters allow
more precise measurement of volume change. Table 2 shows
how T1W scan acquisition varied in the TRACK-HD/Track-
On HD and PREDICT-HD non-interventional studies. Changes
in key parameters affecting contrast and quality are marked in
the table as different variants. Note that the number of T1W
scan variants is higher both cross-sectionally and longitudinally
in PREDICT-HD.

Consistent with natural history studies and trials in other
neurodegenerative disorders, structural MRI scans in HD
research have used 3D T1W sequences such as magnetization-
prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (MP-RAGE)
variants [e.g., TurboFLASH (Siemens), SPGR (GE) and T1-
FFE (Philips)], which are widely accepted as standard for
vMRI analyses. We recommend the use of these sequences
for vMRI in HD, with the images acquired in the sagittal
plane at 1 mm3 isotropic resolution. Other parameter settings
should follow those established for a range of different
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TABLE 2 | A comparison of anatomical (T1W MRI) data homogeneity in two large multi-site observational studies in HD.

TRACK-HD-BIDS*

(combined TRACK

studies)

PREDICT-HD-BIDS 6=

Number of sites: 4 32

Number of participants with T1W data: 448 1360

Number of MRI sessions with T1W data: 1,993 4,143

Average sessions per participant (N +/– SD): 4.4 +/– 2.0 3.0 +/– 2.4

Total T1W session-unique scansi:

(without T1W repetitions, but including different T1Ws on the same session)

2,061 4,391

Total number of T1W variants in the studyii:

(lower = better)

14 385

Number of common T1W variantsiii:

(>2 occurrences in the study)

8 82

Number of occurrences for common T1W variantsiv:

(higher = better)

2,054 (100%) 4,061 (92%)

Average occurrence rate for common variantsv:

(higher = better)

257 (13%) 50 (1%)

Average T1W voxel volume:

(lower = better)

1.26 mm3 1.18 mm3

Standard deviation of T1W voxel volumevi:

(lower = better)

0.10 mm3 0.31 mm3

Average T1W variants for each participantvii:

(lower = better)

1.6 +/– 0.8 2 +/– 1.1

Participants with more than 1 T1W variantviii:

(lower = better)

203 (45%) 802 (59%)

Participants with more than 2 T1W variants:

(lower = better)

52 (12%) 412 (30%)

*TRACK-HD-BIDS was created by combining data from TRACK-HD (four visits) and TrackOn-HD (three visits) studies. Nearly half of TRACK-HD participants were enrolled in TrackOn-

HD; their sessions were concatenated in time. The merged dataset was converted into BIDS (Brain Imaging Data Structure) format, and the corresponding metadata and acquisition

parameters were extracted from the json and imaging files.
6=PREDICT-HD-BIDS contains data from the PREDICT-HD study, after converting the imaging data into the BIDS format. We extracted the metadata and acquisition parameters using

the same routines for TRACK-HD-BIDS and PREDICT-HD-BIDS.

Only the T1W modality was investigated. Information relating to footnotes i-viii is provided in Appendix A.

scanners in widely referenced natural history studies in
neurodegenerative disorders, maintaining good gray/white
matter contrast. Generally, automatic segmentation pipelines can
be more prone to failure due to lack of gray/white matter contrast
rather than increased noise; thus, between sequences that yield
less noise or more contrast, the latter is preferred, however
segmentation methodology and region of interest should also
be considered when optimizing a sequence. Slight variations in
sequence parameters are sometimes necessary to accommodate
different scanner types, software versions and coil/gradient
hardware, and it is critical that these changes be carefully
considered and centrally reviewed by the core imaging facility
to ensure acceptable image quality. To reduce the amount of
missing vMRI data and to avoid additional patient burden due
to re-scan visits in a trial we specifically recommend acquiring
two back-to-back 3D T1W scans in the same session. This will
increase the likelihood that at least one T1W image is suitable
for analysis, especially if care is taken to maintain consistent
positioning across visits and to minimize head motion.

Since neurologic diseases carry particular challenges in MRI
studies, sites in HD trials/studies should ideally have previous

experience in scanning individuals with movement disorders.
Within-participant changes in scanner, hardware, or software
during a trial should be minimized; if a change is unavoidable,
the core imaging facility should be notified in advance to enable
site re-qualification and the effect of the scanner hardware
and/or software change on the imaging endpoints to be
evaluated (which could include scanning healthy volunteers
both before and after the upgrade). Scanner changes should be
tracked in the study database to assess effects on data quality
and vMRI measurements, and appropriately handled in the
statistical analysis.

A dedicated image quality control (QC) policy should be
in place for each trial/study, including real-time QC at the
site during the scan itself, followed by rapid centralized QC
upon receipt by the core imaging facility. Specific procedures
to remediate QC deviations in site performance must be
in place, including potential re-scan procedures, which may
differ between safety sequences and those used for primary
and exploratory quantitative outcomes. Quality of the imaging
data can be confirmed using phantom scans at study start
and throughout (particularly after any equipment changes) to
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measure key parameters of field homogeneity, image contrast,
and image distortion. Image processing should be conducted by
a single central facility in a consistent and auditable (CFR21.11-
compliant) manner while maximizing the tracking of data
provenance. Image QC is traditionally performed through visual
inspection, but automated approaches are increasingly developed
and piloted to complement or fully replace current manual
approaches. However, as image QC failure for a core sequence
in a study can mean a re-scan request (and a repeated study
visit) or result in data being excluded from analysis, the checks
performed (automated and visual) and the pass/fail criteria need
to be carefully considered during study setup which means most
clinical trial applications still rely on visual quality control.

Consistent and detailed reporting of vMRI outcomes
(irrespective of statistical significance) will be critical to both
enable future meta-analyses and maximize the comparability of
results from interventional trials. At minimum, vMRI outcomes
should be reported in supplementary materials if no specific
imaging publication is planned. Reporting results from several
brain regions rather than just from the striatal regions provides
a more complete picture of any treatment effect on the pattern
of brain atrophy; for example, non-specific confounding effects
on vMRI outcomes might result in an apparent slowing of
atrophy that is independent of the baseline disease-related rates
of atrophy, rather than a true disease modification effect. The
regions listed are the minimum set we recommend reporting on
(Table 1) but reporting results from more regions is encouraged;
we include the hippocampus because it is generally only
minimally affected in HD, but algorithms are well-established
for its measurement due to its prominence in AD research. The
rationale for reporting regions atrophied by different degrees in
HD is to help disambiguate treatment effects that are consistent
with a slowing of the disease process from non-specific changes
that might reflect confounding effects such as fluid shifts or
inflammation (11). It is also important to be explicit on the
directionality of treatment-induced changes (favoring treatment
or favoring placebo) as the natural directionality is different for
outcomes such as ventricular volume (increase is worse) and
those measuring parenchymal volumes or thicknesses (decrease
is worse). Overall, our recommendations for reporting and
analysis are motivated by the relatively sparse and inconsistent
reported structural imaging results from interventional trials in
neurodegenerative diseases generally.

We recommend that a product mode diffusion MRI sequence
(at minimum a single-shell acquisition suitable for diffusion
tensor modeling, with ≥32 diffusion-weighted (at b = 1,000
s/mm2) volumes and at least one reference volume with b = 0
acquired in a scan session of 8-10min) is included in the research
protocol to complement the vMRI and potentially indicate the
possibility of potential confounding treatment effects on vMRI
outcomes due to non-specific effects such as fluid shifts, edema,
or inflammatory responses. A treatment-related deviation in the
relationship between brain macrostructure (regional volumes
or cortical thickness) and regional diffusivity metrics reflecting
the microstructure may indicate a mechanism other than a
modification of disease-related atrophy [7]. We note that data
in this area are still emerging and the diffusion sequence is thus

exploratory; as such, it can be included toward the end of theMRI
protocol, consistent with our recommendations in Table 1.

For studies requiring both MRI scans and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) collection, possible confounds to vMRI outcomes
can be reduced by ensuring that the lumbar puncture is not
performed immediately prior to the MRI scanning session. Clear
evidence regarding the effect of lumbar puncture on vMRI
outcomes is lacking, but the potential effects of CSF drainage
on vMRI (and participant comfort due to potential post-lumbar
puncture headaches) should be considered; when scheduled
for the same protocol visit, we recommend that the lumbar
puncture is performed after the MRI scan. If CSF collection must
be performed prior to the MRI scan for scheduling purposes,
then the MRI scan should be performed at least 24 h after the
lumbar puncture; this timing should be kept consistent for all
participants throughout the study.

We have attempted to strike a balance between these
recommendations being specific and readily actionable, while
maintaining scientific and operational flexibility for individual
trials/studies and sites. Recommendations can be periodically
reviewed as scientific and technical advances warrant, and with
a frequency appropriate to preserving inter-trial comparability.

RECOMMENDED FURTHER WORK
TOWARD IMPROVED IMAGE ACQUISITION

Standardizing and optimizing structural MRI acquisition
protocols for multi-center studies has not been a focus of any
single initiative in HD. We recommend that a dedicated study
be undertaken to generate the empirical evidence required
to determine the acquisition parameters across a range of
scanners (manufacturers/models) that will optimize the quality
of HD-relevant vMRI biomarkers. This investigation should
take advantage of recent technical advances while ensuring
practicability for clinical trials, in which many imaging sites
are not high-end MRI academic research centers. Questions
to be considered as a priority include the use of accelerated
sequences, the best way to mitigate head motion, and the
merits of increasing the spatial resolution relative to the current
standard of 1 mm3 isotropic.

Accelerated 3D T1W sequences can almost halve scanning
time and are now widely used in AD clinical trials following
a head-to-head comparison with non-accelerated sequences
within the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
consortium; these investigations found no significant differences
in whole-brain, ventricular and hippocampal atrophy rates
measured from accelerated vs. non-accelerated scans (12, 13),
and little effect on measured whole-brain atrophy values after
switching from non-accelerated scans at baseline to accelerated
scans at follow-up (14). However, vMRI outcomes of interest in
HD have not been similarly compared so we recommend that
when accelerated sequences are used they are acquired for both
back-to-back scans to ensure consistency when either scan is used
for analysis.

If found reliable and feasible to deploy in multi-site trials,
technologies such as in-scanner motion detection/correction
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hardware or motion-corrected 3D T1W sequences (15) could
offer substantial advantage. These tools are not yet available at
most clinical imaging sites and the effect of real-time motion
correction on volumetric measurements has not been established.

Increased spatial resolution would allow finer anatomical
detail to be resolved, but the trade-off is a reduction in signal-
to-noise ratio or an increase in scanning time. Understanding
the improvement in volumetric accuracy derived from high-
resolution images will be the first step in deciding whether this
trade-off is warranted.

UNIVERSALLY APPLICABLE ANATOMICAL
BOUNDARIES AND A REFERENCE
DATASET TO BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
METHODS

Various software tools and image analysis algorithms have been
used for regional brain segmentation and volumetric change
measurement, and these techniques will continue to evolve.
Quantitative volumetric assessment of key brain structures such
as caudate and putamen has been a focus of HD clinical research,
but there is no standard definition of their structural boundaries
on MRI scans and different algorithms are trained with respect
to different segmentation protocols. This likely contributes to
the variance in reported volumes and atrophy rates, limits
comparison between studies, and creates difficulty for the
inclusion of these measures in biologically based disease models.

We propose that the HD research community establish
consensus definitions of the anatomical boundaries of each
structure of interest from MRI scans (Table 3), similar to that
employed in the European Alzheimer’s Disease Consortium–
ADNI project to standardize hippocampal segmentation (16–19).
Thereafter, structures of interest would be manually delineated
by trained tracers on images from a standard reference dataset
that will be made publicly available, consistent with open science
principles. The manually segmented images in the standard
reference dataset would serve as a neutral, non-proprietary gold
standard against which any automated algorithm can then be
benchmarked for segmentation accuracy. The benchmarking
process should include appropriate statistical methods to
quantify spatial overlap (e.g., Dice coefficient, Hausdorff distance,
or average contour displacement) and the bias and variability
(e.g., Bland-Altman analysis) of the prospective algorithm and
the reference segmentations (20).

For purposes of cross-sectional analyses or staging individuals
based on their degree of brain atrophy, volumetric measurements
of brain structures should be corrected by a measurement of
intracranial volume (ICV) as a measure of head size (which
is independent of the HD process). The estimate of ICV is
usually obtained from the same 3D T1W image, but there is no
established standard method for this. We therefore recommend
that a reference algorithm for the measurement of ICV is
established; this could be an existing algorithm or a novel one
developed from the standard reference dataset.

To mimic clinical trial conditions, the standard reference
images should originate from different sites and scanners and

TABLE 3 | Roadmap toward the definition of standard MRI-based anatomical

boundaries.

Cross-sectional use

❑ Establish expert consensus definition of MRI structural boundaries for key

brain structures, with a focus on the caudate and putamen initially.

❑ Select appropriate reference set of 3D T1W images.

❑ Manually trace boundaries of selected structures in reference image set using

consensus protocol.

❑ Make reference images, structural boundaries, calculated volumes, and

relevant documentation publicly available.

Longitudinal use

❑ Select or develop, and make publicly available, an automated algorithm

optimized for measurement of longitudinal change.

❑ Select appropriate reference set of baseline and follow-up 3D T1W images

(images could overlap with cross-sectional set).

❑ Apply reference algorithm to longitudinal reference images.

❑ Make reference images, measurements of volumetric change, and relevant

documentation publicly available.

Performance benchmarks for prospective automated algorithms

❑ Quantify spatial overlap between prospective algorithm segmentations and

reference masks.

❑ Determine linear regression relationship between reference values (segmented

volumes or change measures) and those calculated by prospective algorithm.

❑ Assess bias and variability of prospective algorithm with respect to reference

values.

❑ Evaluate prospective algorithm consistency using repeat analyses on same

data.

have the resolution and contrast required to allow a thorough
technical evaluation of vMRI acquisition on measurement
performance (scanner manufacturer and model, including
differences in bore size, receiver coil type, accelerated acquisition
methods, and field strength). Standard reference images should
also span the spectrum of disease progression to account for
different target populations in clinical trials. Due to their
importance in HD and presumed tractability to achieve a
consensus definition, we propose caudate and putamen as
initial regions of interest; the process can then be extended to
other brain regions. Access to the standard reference dataset
must be straightforward, and relevant demographic and clinical
information (e.g., sex, age, CAG-repeat length, scores from
clinical rating scales such as UHDRS-TFC for staging and full
UHDRS) should also be included. Under ethics board-approved
protocols, all participants included in the standard reference
dataset must have given informed consent for public access to the
minimum required set of clinical and imaging data and their use
in secondary analyses.

An algorithm’s ability to reliably assess volume changes
over time is crucial to its application as a treatment response
biomarker in clinical trials. While suitable as a reference
standard for cross-sectional analyses, manual tracing of
structures (as proposed above) will be susceptible to additional
intra-rater (and potentially also inter-rater) variability when
applied to longitudinal measurements. We therefore propose
that a reference automated vMRI algorithm, optimized for
volume change measurement, is carefully selected and tested
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TABLE 4 | Broad sharing of imaging data from interventional trials and

observational studies.

❑ Commit to open science data sharing principles at point of study conception

and at organizational level.

❑ Ensure study informed consent explicitly covers GDPR-mandated language

for data sharing and secondary analysis to enable broad sharing of raw

images, derived image data, and clinical/demographic variables.

❑ Make images and other data compliant with HIPAA and GDPR.

❑ Provide data in standard format (e.g., BIDS, CDISC).

❑ For interventional trials, at minimum make placebo arm data available.

(or developed and validated) for the specific purpose of
benchmarking other algorithms for longitudinal HD research.
The reference algorithm would be applied to a set of baseline
and follow-up images and included in the openly available
standard reference dataset. This standard reference algorithm
should be available for use by any trial sponsor or delegate (e.g.,
an imaging CRO), and can be reviewed by regulatory agencies
so that sponsors can use it with confidence to directly derive
imaging analysis metrics or to benchmark the performance of a
proprietary algorithm.

Rather than explicitly endorsing specific algorithms, we are
recommending a process whereby any algorithm can be tested
against technical performance metrics. As part of this, specific
numeric criteria for acceptable performance must be established
alongside the preparation of the standard reference dataset.

BROAD SHARING OF IMAGING DATA
FROM INTERVENTIONAL TRIALS AND
OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES

We propose that interventional clinical trials and observational
studies be planned and consented with open science practices in
mind (Table 4) (21). For example, the publicly available ADNI
data have been extremely useful in advancing AD research and
planning clinical trials (22–24), and the HD research community
is now providing access to harmonized observational datasets
from studies such as Enroll-HD, IMAGE-HD, PREDICT-HD,
and TRACK-HD. Using comparable data from several datasets
is critical to assess the variability and generalizability of findings
across studies and more robustly inform clinical trial design.
Previously acquired data can potentially be used as historical
controls to combine with prospectively acquired interventional
data and could enhance statistical power, especially in highly
invasive trials with small sample sizes.

To use datasets for such purposes it is essential that
study consent covers national and international privacy laws,
including the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
requirement for explicit consent to share data, and includes
language to enable broad sharing of both raw measurements
and images, explicitly allowing secondary use of the data.
Participant-level data, including images, should be made
available through a neutral party; this will require participant
identity protection that complies with GDPR as well as the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
C-Path has previously published recommendations for effective

sharing of participant-level data to advance medical product
development while maintaining data security and patient privacy
(21). Image data should be provided in a standard neuroimaging
format that includes all the acquisition parameters necessary for
image processing.

Data coding to protect participant identity is a critical and
necessary step to enable seamless collation of data from multiple
sources. In addition to image header fields that may contain
identifying information, there is an increased awareness that
imaging data can be used to render 3D photographic facial
features with high accuracy (25). Consequently, we recommend
that facial features are removed or blurred prior to making
imaging data publicly available, using a method that does not
unduly affect the quantification of the vMRI outcome measures.

It is important to emphasize the value of data from
interventional clinical trials, which typically have more frequent
imaging assessments than observational studies, represent
true real-world examples from drug development, and may
include treatment effects on disease-related biological changes.
Sponsors should share both derived and raw image data
from interventional trials once their analyses and obligations
(e.g., intervention approved/terminated, results reported) are
complete, and they should initiate this process as soon as the
study database is locked. The process of data integration, storage,
and management could be administered by a neutral third party;
C-Path is already federating such data from interventional trials
and has extensive experience in these quantitative analyses.
Imaging data could be distributed as NIfTI and json files
in a standardized format [e.g., Brain Imaging Data Structure
(BIDS)] that facilitates data sharing and provides better control
of participant identity. Phenotypic scores should also adhere to
standardized formats [e.g., those specified by the Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) (26, 27)].

CONCLUSIONS

The HD drug development community must address several
gaps in the standardization and optimization of vMRI to obtain
maximum value frommeasures of brain structure as quantitative
biomarkers. While a degree of de facto standardization is in place
for data acquisition, clear guidelines to manage the whole process
have been lacking. Differences in segmentation techniques point
to the need for standardized methods for both acquisition and
analysis, which in turn will facilitate linking these quantitative
metrics to established clinical and functional measures and the
definition of biologically based disease models that include brain
imaging markers. The four sets of recommendations proposed
here directly address standardization of methodology (without
privileging any one manufacturer or algorithm), which will help
to maximize biological insight.
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APPENDIX A

Footnotes for Table 2:
iEach session typically uses the same scanning parameters even
when the T1W acquisition is repeated multiple times. We

automatically eliminated the repeated sequences within each
session but kept the T1W sequences if they differed within the
session. Thus, we count “session-unique” scans.
iiA variant is defined when all the following parameters are the
same: (1) voxel dimension, (2) field of view (FOV), (3) magnetic

field strength (i.e., 1.5T and 3T), (4) scanner manufacturer,
(5) scanner model, (6) repetition time (TR), (7) echo time
(TE), and (8) flip angle. Any change in these parameters would
constitute a new variant. Voxel and FOV dimensions are sorted
incrementally to avoid the order of the values be mistaken as a
different variant.
iiiCommon variants are identified by keeping only variants with
more than two occurrences. Some T1W variants occur only 1-
2 times due to protocol errors or specific site needs and may
inflate the number of variants without substantially impacting the
homogeneity of the data.
ivData are more homogeneous if common variants cover the
majority of session-unique scans.

vThe average occurrence rate of common variants gives an
indication of data harmonization in the study. Common variants
should ideally be used in many MRI sessions on average. In
TRACK-HD, each common variant accounts on average for 13%
of all session-unique scans. In PREDICT-HD, each common
variant accounts on average for 1% of all session-unique scans.
viEven when there are many variants, having voxels of similar
size might improve data homogeneity. Higher variance of voxel
volumes indicates that variants produce images that are more
different from one variant to another.
viiUsing the same T1W variant at each participant visit is
important for the correct interpretation of longitudinal volume
changes. Ideally, each participant would undergo the same T1W
variant at all longitudinal visits. When this value is higher than 1,
it means that some participants have undergonemultiple variants
at their longitudinal visits.
viiiKnowing how many participants have undergone more than
one variant during longitudinal visits can help understand the
extent of longitudinal de-harmonization. In the case of TRACK-
HD, we combined two formally distinct studies and a variant
change can be expected. In PREDICT-HD, participants should
have followed the same variant, but there is more longitudinal
heterogeneity than in TRACK-HD.
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